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REQUEST TRANSFER: UW or Non-UW IRB  
    1.   Transfer Direction
Are you transferring a study (the appropriate sections will appear based on your selection):
END PART ONE
End part one
Transfer to Another UW IRB
PURPOSE
This Form documents the transfer of review responsibility for a study from one UW IRB to another UW IRB, for already-approved studies.  It becomes part of the IRB file.
    2.    Completed by the staff of the Transferring IRB
Zipline Number:
PI Name:
IRB Application Title:
Are other institutions relying upon the UW IRB for review of their engagement in this research?
Attach a copy of the Agreement to this form.
END PART TWO
End part one
    3.   Completed by HSD Staff
Transferring IRB:
Receiving IRB:
Reason for Transfer:
Effective date of transfer:
Effective time of transfer:
Transfer is:
Effective date of transfer back:  
Effective time of transfer back:
End of current IRB approval period:
END PART TWO
End part one
    4.   Completed by the staff of the Receiving IRB (if required)
Expiration date of current IRB approval period:
Required action upon transfer:
END PART FOUR
End part one
Printed Name of HSD Team Lead
Signature of HSD Team Lead
Date
Transfer from a UW IRB to a Non-UW IRB
PURPOSE
This Form documents the transfer of review responsibility for a study from a UW IRB to an IRB at another institution.  Each institution signs it and retains a copy.
    2.    Federal Funding?
Is there federal funding AND is an IRB Authorization Agreement required in order to make the transfer?
Rationale:
END PART TWO
End part one
    3.   Information from the University of Washington
FWA #:
IRB Name:
IRB IORG #:
UW study Identifier #:
Investigator Name:
Study title:
Funding entity's name:
Funding entity's identifier for the funding:
Type of funding (e.g., grant, contract):
Research site(s):
End of current IRB approval period:
Are other institutuions relying upon the UW IRB for review of their engagement in this research?
Attach a copy of the Agreements to this form.
Reason for transfer:         
Records requested by the receiving IRB (check all that apply):
Describe:
Describe:
Format for providing records (e.g., paper; thumb drive; disc, etc.):
Has the receiving IRB agreed to accept responsibility for maintaining the records once IRB oversight has been transferred?
This is possible only if the entire IRB file and all minutes are provided to the receiving IRB.
The responsibility for maintaining records is outlined in a written agreement between the two institutions.
Other conditions of the transfer:
END PART THREE
End part one
   4.     Receiving Institution
Institution Name:
FWA #:
IRB Name:
IRB IORG #:
Effective date of transfer:
Effective time of transfer:
END PART FOUR
End part one
    5.    Based on communication with the receiving institution and the investigator
Who will inform the sponsor about the pending transfer:
Who will inform the sponsor about the completed transfer:
Who will inform the investigator about the pending transfer:
Who will inform the investigator about the completed transfer:
Who will inform other entities about the transfer (e.g. CRO; DSMB):
END PART FIVE
End part one
    6.   Signatures
Receiving Institution Authorization
Printed Name
Title
Signature
Date
University of Washington Authorization
Printed Name
Title
Signature
Date
END PART SIX
End part one
Transfer from a Non-UW IRB to a UW IRB
PURPOSE
This Form documents the transfer of review responsibility for a study from a non-UW IRB to a UW IRB.  Each institution signs it and retains a copy
POLICY
It is UW policy to require a complete copy of the IRB file from the transferring institution, including (but not limited to): protocol; approved consent forms; investigator brochure; correspondence with the investigator; IRB forms.  
    2.   Federal Funding?
Is there federal funding AND is an IRB Authorization Agreement required in order to make the transfer?
Rationale:
END PART TWO
End part one
    3.    Information from Transferring Institution                                           
Institution Name:
FWA #:  
IRB Name:
IRB IORG #:
IRB Study Identifier #:
Investigator Name:        
Study Title:
Funding Entity's Name:        
Funding Entity's Identifier for the Funding:
Type of Funding (e.g., grant, contract)
Research Site(s):
End of current IRB approval period:
Will other institutions be relying upon the UW IRB for review of their engagement in this research?
Attach a copy of the Agreements to this form.
END PART THREE
End part one
    4.    Information from the University of Washington
FWA #:
IRB name:
IRB IORG #:
UW study identifier #:
Reason for transfer:
Effective date of transfer:      
Effective time of transfer:
Other conditions of the transfer:
END PART FOUR
End part one
    5.    Based on communication with the transferring institution and the investigator
Who will inform the sponsor about the pending transfer:
Who will inform the sponsor about the completed transfer:
Who will inform the investigator about the pending transfer:
Who will inform the investigator about the completed transfer:
Who will inform other entities about the transfer (e.g. CRO; DSMB):
END PART FIVE
End part one
    6.   Signatures
Transferring Institution Authorization
Printed Name
Title
Signature
Date
University of Washington IRB Authorization
Printed Name
Title
Signature
Date
END PART SIX
End part one
Choose only one from the list of options.
Choose as many as needed from the list of options.
Shows all logic branching and hidden guidance in the form.
Hides all logic branching and guidance in the form. In some instances, where the logic branching is complex, it will also reset the form. Hover over the button for tool tips.
Reveals further information, instructions, or examples for the adjacent question.
Hides the information, instructions, or examples for the adjacent question.
Visual cue that there is an attachment associated with the adjacent question or line.
TAB
Tab out of the input field and it will expand to the size of the text.
ENABLE COMMENTS in ADOBE READER or ACROBAT
Choose File, Print, then change printer to Adobe PDF. In the printer dialog box under "Documents and Forms" make sure that "Comments and Forms" is selected. Click the "Print" button. The form will now be "flattened" and able to take comments.   This removes the ability fill in the form, so save the "flattened" version with a different name if the form is not completed, or changes need to be made.
PDF SIGNATURE FIELDS
HSD currently accepts both ink and "electronic" signatures. Click in the signature field and follow the instructions to create a PDF signature, or use another type of electronic signature.
For help with Adobe Reader: http://www.adobe.com/support/reader/
9.0.0.2.20101008.1.734229
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